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Background

•Based on a talk for SKA-NL 
•Sorry if not very quantitative 

•Busy (in a new way) semester… 

•Also reporting from the NL 
•Keen interest in Galaxy formation 

•And origins of stars, planets, life 
•But most of that focuses on ALMA, Gaia, VLT 
•Not much Galactic at ASTRON 

•2/5 NL  representatives on SWG Galaxy left… 

•Also on  
•SADT consortium 

•CoL SWG 

•VLBI WG 

•This talk: 

•Radio continuum…Evolved stars… HMSF regions…
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The Gaia look…
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Main interest

•How did the Galaxy form and how does it evolve? 
•Bears on structure formation in the Universe 

•Can we deduce recent and ongoing mergers? 
•Maybe a major merger in the past? 

•What is the (spiral) type of our Galaxy 

•And size, total mass, dark matter? 
•Its star formation rate and its history 

•The Galaxy is close and —but— we are in  
the middle of it… 
•Both in space and time 

•Still a unique view on stellar populations and their distribution 

•Make progress by understanding the stellar populations 
•Including the ones being born and the dying 

•Masses, luminosities, ages, metallicities 
•And their distribution: galacto-centric radius, scale height, orbits 
•In particular: spiral arms, Galactic bar, bulge, Galactic Centre, outer Galaxy
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In the age of Gaia?
•In many case in synergy with Gaia 
•Although Gaia catalogue has 1.3E9 entries and 

VLBI only 2E2… 

•Not a subset of Gaia sample 

•Gaia will revolutionise samples 
•Of PMS stars 
•And evolved stars 

•Gaia poses new question on the 
assembly of Galaxy 
•Recent and past mergers… 

•Stellar populations and kinematic structures 

•Gaia confirmation of the hard work 
put into VLBI astrometry
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From many sources, including Loinard et al,  
Vlemmings & van Langevelde 2007, Kamezaki et al. 2016, 
Nakagawa et al. 2014, Kamezaki et al. 2012, Nyu et al 2011, 
Min et al. 2014, Nakagawa et al. 2008, Vlemmings et al 2004, 
Zhang et al. 2017,  Nagakawa et al. 2016

μ = –0.58 
σ = 1.17
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Astrometry of (non-thermal) stars

•Many pre-main sequence stars 
active radio emitters 
•Can map depth of molecular clouds 
•History/gradient of star-formation 

•Synergy with CoL 
•Grain growth vs 
•Ionisation, HII regions 
•Magnetic, non-thermal activity, binaries
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Results on Ophiucus, Ortiz-Leon 
et al 2017a,b

12 Ortiz-León et al.

Figure 11. Histogram of position change rate for all sources de-tected at least twice toward Ophiuchus. The sources previouslyidentified as YSOs are shown as a blue histogram, whereas theother sources are shown as a red histogram.

3 of Table 1. In general, the identification proposed by
Dzib et al. (2013) for sources in Table 1 matches matches
well our new classification based on VLBA observations.

3. THE DISTANCE TO OPHIUCHUS

In this paper, we reported on 10 independent trigono-
metric parallax measurements. These results are listed
in Table 4 and summarized graphically in Figure 12.
They largely surpass all previously published distance
measurements for Ophiuchus.
Out of these 10 measurements, 8 are for YSOs in the

Ophiuchus core (Lynds 1688). The parallaxes for these
8 sources are highly consistent (Figure 12), and yield a
weighted mean value $ = 7.25 mas with a weighted stan-
dard deviation �$ = 0.07 mas. All sources in the core,
except for S1, fall within 1 sigma of this value (Figure
12). As discussed in Section 2.1.4, S1 is the source for
which we have the largest uncertainties, presumably be-
cause of unmodelled multiplicity. Ignoring this source
yields a mean weighted parallax for the Ophiuchus core
of $ = 7.24 mas with a weighted standard deviation �$= 0.03 mas. In terms of distances, this corresponds to
d = 138.0 pc with a standard deviation �d = 0.6 pc. In
principle, the standard deviation around the mean value
could reflect both the uncertainties in our distance mea-
surements, and the true depth of the complex. Since
our uncertainties on individual parallax measurements
are typically larger than 0.1 mas, we argue that the mea-
sured weighted standard deviation is completely domi-
nated by the uncertainties on individual parallax rather
than by the true depth of the core. We will, therefore,
adopt this value as our final uncertainty on the distance
to the core. We note that Lynds 1688 is about 0.75 de-
gree across (Figure 13), corresponding to 1.8 pc. Thus,
our results indicate that it is not significantly more elon-

Figure 12. Summary of the parallax measurements reported here.Green symbols and characters are for sources in the core (Lynds1688) while blue symbols and characters are for sources in theeastern streamer (Lynds 1689). The red symbols are for previouslypublished parallaxes (Loinard et al. 2008; Imai et al. 2007). Thered vertical bar shows the mean parallax value for sources in thecore, and its standard deviation (see text).

gated along the line of sight than on the plane of the
sky.
We currently can only provide limited information on

the location of the streamers relative to the core, since
we only have measured parallaxes in the eastern streamer
(Lynds 1689) and only have one independent measure-
ments there (the parallax of DoAr51). The source has
a parallax $ = 6.98 ± 0.05 mas, corresponding to d =
143.2 ± 1.0 pc. This suggests that the eastern streamer
is about 5 pc farther than the core, although more par-
allax measurements of sources in Lynds 1689 would be
required to confirm this. Interestingly, Imai et al. (2007)
had measured the parallax of water masers in the pro-
tostar IRAS 16293–2422, located in the northern part of
Lynds 1689, and found a value $ = 6.5+1.5

�0.5 mas, which is
consistent within 1 sigma with our parallax estimate for
Lynds 1689 (Figure 12). Notice that we have not consid-
ered SFAM 87 in the previous analysis. It certainly lies
somewhat outside of Lynds 1688 (Figure 13) and was
considered as belonging to the Lynds 1689 “fringe” by
McClure et al. (2010). These latter authors, however, do
not explain how they arrived to such a conclusion, and
we note that SFAM 87 does not formally lie within the
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Evolved stars

•Mira-like AGB stars with circumstellar shells 
•Have (optical &) IR counterparts 
•OH, H2O and SiO masers 

•Probe the (relaxed) stellar content 

•But astrometry at relevant distances? 
•Probably requires coverage of the 43GHz 

•If not with SKA? 
•ALMA (band 1 or 86 GHz in band 2) 
•ngVLA (also include long baselines) 

•Probably not with OH masers 
•Although still of interest for studying mass-loss etc. 
•Maybe excited OH 

•Maybe some H2O masers at 22GHz 
•SiO masers are of interest 
•But not for SKA1
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π=3.67±0.27mas

Vlemmings & van Langevelde 2007
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BAaDE project
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SiO ring OH44 at 1.2kpc 
Amiri et al., 2012

Baade detection, Sjouwerman et al.

Sjouwerman et al. 2009

•Going for Mira stars with SiO masers 
•even if they appear in varying rings 

•IR selection based on MSX 
•Can search multiple maser lines 
•also lines for Carbon-rich stars 
•most sources display more than one line: 

 very reliable velocities 

•Concentrated on |b| < 5o 
•No optical data, but kinematics of bar 

•28.000 targets 
•VLA 19.000 observations complete 
•Very fast detection experiment 
•No time for phase calibration 

•ALMA ongoing

Not covered by SKA1
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Comparison with Gaia

•Interesting to understand sample 
•Mbol, Colours, even Periods eventually 

•But limited to the Galactic foreground 
•Interstellar extinction 
•Sources very red by own dust shells 
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SiO maser candidates identified in Gaia DR2 with accurate distances 
Quiroga-Nunez in preparation
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High mass star formation

•Most promising targets for VLBI@SKA 

•Ideal for measuring size of Galaxy 
•Distance scale & rotation curve 
•Full Galaxy not accessible to Gaia 

•BeSSel project 
•6.7, 12 GHz CH3OH 
•22 GHz H2O masers 

•Distance to individual HMSF regions 
•And location of the Spiral arms 
•Classification of Milky Way 

•Induced star formation? 

•Now mostly limited to Northern Sky 
•Checked against biases 

•But inner Galaxy largely unexplored 
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Reid et al. 2014

Rygl et al. 2012
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Bessel project progressing

•Refining spiral structure 

•Including 6.7 GHz on the VLBA 
•Harder to get accurate distances 
•Less resolution 
•More ionosphere 

•First results from Southern Hemisphere
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Under Embargo

water masers in S269 
Quiroga Nunez et al 2018

Reid et al., 2019

Krishnan et al., 2015
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Synergy with Gaia

•Maybe also possible here 
•Looking for ‘cluster companions’ 

•Comparison on structure 
•And Galaxy properties
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Gaia O stars & HMSF masers 
Xu et al., 2018

S269 field with Gaia stars
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Did simulations

•Created thousands of Monte Carlo 
galaxies 
•Populated with random 6.7 GHz masers 
•Outside the central ring 

•Following spiral structure 

•Galactic rotation and velocity ellipses 
•Scale length for young, massive stars 
•Z-height of thin disk 

•Fitted the resulted luminosity function 
•Against MMB survey (and Arecibo) 

•Derive maser populations with fluxes 
•Can simulate VLBI astrometry accuracies 
•Produce predictions on error budgets
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Quiroga Nunez et al., 2016
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Main goal: check against biases

•Are the Galaxy parameter estimates robust? 
•Selecting bright masers for astrometry 
•From Northern hemisphere 
•Could result in biases for basic parameters 

•No such effect found 
•Reid 2014 errors are conservative 
•Not easy to separate solar motion 

and Galactic rotation
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Future

•Can predict improvements on Galactic 
parameters 
•Main science is actually on spiral structure 
•Notably for inner Galaxy, bar & molecular ring
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Theoretical improvement with Southern VLBI 
on basic Galactic parameters

The Astrophysical Journal, 733:27 (17pp), 2011 May 20 Green et al.

Figure 1. Longitude–velocity “crayon” plot showing the distribution of 6.7 GHz methanol masers within ±28◦ overlaid with example spiral arm loci (the spatial
pattern of Taylor & Cordes (1993), transferred to the l, v domain by the Brand & Blitz (1993) rotation curve). Colored loci are the spiral arms defined by the model,
and gray shading incorporates an arm thickness of 1 kpc and a velocity tolerance of 7 km s− 1. Yellow loci represent the Perseus spiral arm; purple, Carina–Sagittarius;
orange, Crux–Scutum; and green, Norma. The blue lines delineate the region identified in CO emission as the 3 kpc arms by Dame & Thaddeus (2008). Crosses show
6.7 GHz methanol masers of the MMB survey. Circles are masers associated with the 3 kpc arms (see Green et al. 2009a, 2010; Caswell et al. 2010, for details).
Diamonds are masers which are interior to the 3 kpc arms, primarily candidates for belonging to the Galactic center zone (Caswell et al. 2010). Triangles are masers
associated with the Sagittarius B2 complex. Stars are masers associated with the Galactic bar. Crosses enclosed in squares are masers with high latitudes (and therefore
likely to be closer to us than 4.5 kpc, see Section 2). The starting points of the spiral arms have been adjusted from Taylor & Cordes (1993) to match the discussion of
Section 3.3. The red brackets highlight the longitude range of the dense ridge of sources discussed in the text.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

not entirely random, but contains clumps of sources on the sub-
degree scale over a few kilometers per second, together with
structures on the scale of several degrees over tens of kilometers
per second. The former is due to multiple sources within molec-
ular cloud complexes, while the latter is a signature of Galactic
scale structures. A structure function of the l, v distribution for-
mally demonstrates the presence of this structure, quantifying
the velocity correlation for given angular separations. We define
the second-order structure function of velocity as a function of
angular separation:

SFvel(r) = ⟨[vel(x) − vel(x + r)]2⟩, (1)

where x is the angular position of a maser site and r is
the angular separation between a pair of maser sites. We
take the ensemble average of measurements with the same
range of angular separation (denoted by the angular brackets).
The resulting structure function is shown in Figure 2 for both the
masers and a Monte Carlo simulation together with statistical
errors. The Monte Carlo simulation is a random distribution
of masers in the plane of the Galaxy with longitudes between
±28◦ and Galactocentric distances between 3 and 13.5 kpc.
The masers were assigned velocities based on a Galactocentric
solar distance of 8.4 kpc (Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al.
2009) and flat rotation curve with a circular rotation of the

Sun of 246 km s− 1 (Reid et al. 2009b; Bovy et al. 2009). We
generated 482 sources by this method, to match the observed
quantity for the l, v domain, i.e., not including the 63 masers
mentioned in the introduction associated with the 3 kpc arms
(45), Galactic bar (7), and Sagittarius B2 (11). A power-law fit
to the structure function gives a gradient in the log–log plane of
+ 0.09 ± 0.01 for the masers and − 0.02 ± 0.01 for the Monte
Carlo simulation (with the errors the formal errors in the fit).
The consistent positive gradient of the structure function of the
data is indicative of a clumpiness of structure on large scales
(both angular and in velocity) and a correlation on small scales.
In comparison, the approximately flat structure function of the
Monte Carlo simulation demonstrates the same level of velocity
correlation at all scales, i.e., no scale-specific structure. The
measured structure function departs from the simulation, within
the errors (both formal and statistical), at scales less than 0.◦03
(with correlated velocities up to 30 km s− 1) and at scales greater
than 3◦ (with correlated velocities up to 50 km s− 1). Smoothing
the distribution of sources on the small scales (by counting all
sources within 0.◦03 and 30 km s− 1 singularly) and binning the
data on the large scales, we produce the l, v density distribution
seen in Figure 3. The non-zero mean of the bins is 3.7 sources,
giving a Poisson noise of 1.9 sources. At a 5σ confidence level,
statistically significant density fluctuations are therefore those
with 9.7 or more sources, and these are highlighted in Figure 3.
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Green et al., 2011
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What is needed

•There are maybe 1000 targets at 6.7 GHz 
•A fair fraction at 12 GHz 
•Not sure if survey with Mid is required for this 

• They all require 4-6 epochs of 0.5 hour 
•Impact on the science is predicted in Quiroga-Nunez et al. 2017 
•Additional value in individual distances 

•But what is the scarcest resource here? 
•SKA mid time, possibly 
•VLBI network time maybe 
•Also in demand for pulsar VLBI and more 

•VLBI network consumables, the sad reality 
•VLBI processing, can be addressed 

•VLBI user time…  

•Depend thus on operational model for VLBI 
•How and what VLBI time can be applied for 
•Subject of WP in JUMPING JIVE project 

•Maybe not the most urgent SKA science, but the case with best exposure
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Simulations got some exposure…
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Quiroga-Nunez et al., 2017
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VLBI@SKA

•Supported by JUMPING JIVE WP10 

•Contributing VLBI domain specialist 
•Cristina Garcia-Miro started 1 August 2017 

•Technical definition with different drivers 
•Pulsar astrometry needed for timing 
•Localising transients 
•HI absorption to characterise redshifted galaxies 
•Star formation history across Universe 

•VLBI as part of KSPs 

•Early commissioning? 

•Also support for the AVN 
•African VLBI Network
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Wrap up

•VLBI astrometry needs: 
•Band 5 receivers 
•Preferably 5a in core that can be phased up 
•5b: 12 GHz (and even 22GHz) would be nice 

•VLBI capabilities 
•Other African and Souther hemisphere VLBI elements 
•Multiple beams on the sky for in-beam calibrators 
•Compatible bands for wide band calibration 

•Operational model 
•How, where to apply for rest of array 

•Some lessons learned from VLBI@ALMA 

•Allocate VLBI time at SKA in KSP 
•Not many options for commensal observing
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